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WELCOME

Organizational assistance
Carolina Gnaiger and Verena Laner

Local organizers Local organizer
Erich Gnaiger

Dear Colleagues,

EBEC 2024 is the highlight of the year for conferences on bioenergetics, held in Europe and 
attracting scientists and industry professionals from around the world. EBEC 2024 promotes the
concept of the bioenergetics ecosystem, bringing together students and experts on energy 
metabolism of mitochondria, chloroplasts, and bacteria. Topics related to structure and function
range from cutting edge electron and fluorescence microscopic imaging to modelling and 
diagnostic OXPHOS analysis in human health and disease.

We extend our invitation to companies and organizations that specialize in the diverse fields of 
bioenergetics. All are linked by the interests of the large audience seeking information on newest
technologies and contacts. Join us to showcase your products and services to a highly targeted
audience.

Sincerely,

Erich Gnaiger
EBEC 2024 Organizer

Recruitment
opportunities to meet and recruit talented scientists and

researchers who are passionate about the field

ROI
possibility of a high return on investment 
by generating new business opportunities

Partnership opportunities
open up opportunities to collaborate with other exhibitors, sponsors, 

attendees as well as with the organizers of the event

Networking
opportunities to connect with potential 

clients, partners, and experts in the field

Reputation
enhance your reputation within the industry and 

demonstrate your commitment to supporting scientific 
research and innovation

Visibility
increase your visibility and exposure to a relevant audience
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SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION

International Scientific Committee

Scientific and social program

Erich Gnaiger - AT Joachim Heberle - DE Carola Hunte - DE Ville Kaila - SE Cesare Indiveri - IT Amandine Marechal - UKAxel Magalon - FR

David Nicholls - US Etana Padan - IL Manuela Pereira - PT Elena Pohl - AT Richard Porter - IE Peter Rich - UKEduardo Rial - ES

Adam Szewczyk - PL Laszlo Tretter - HU Salvador Uribe-Carvajal - MX Volker Zickermann - DE Laszlo Zimanyi - HUMarten Wikstroem - FI John Walker - UK

Christoph von Ballmoos - CH Paolo Bernardi - IT Ulrich Brandt - NL Peter Brzezinski - SE Gary Cecchini - US Giovanni Finazzi - FR Thorsten Friedrich - DE

Karin Nowikovsky - ATRobert Gennis - US Manuel Gutiérrez Aguilar - MXLeonid Sazanov - ATBarbara Schoepp Cothenet - FRAnthony Moore - UK

For the current program see: EBEC2024 Scientific and social program
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CONFERENCE VENUE

CCB
Innrain 80-82 

Innsbruck, Austria

University of Innsbruck
Innrain 52a

Innsbruck, Austria

Main and parallel sessions

Parallel sessions

Exhibitors • Posters • Coffee

expected600
participants
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Inn river
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EXHIBITORS ARE CENTRAL

Exhibitors • Posters • Coffee

Main and parallel sessions

Media check

R Registration desk

Conference room entrance

Lunch
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R

Main entrance
CCB, Innrain 80-82

Ground floor
Patio

1st floor

become a sponsor
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PACKAGES become a sponsor

Mito & Chlora Gold Silver EBEC exhibitor EBEC supporter

€ 7000 € 4500 € 3200 € 2800 € 450

Acknowledgement in opening & closing ceremony

Logo in program, website, conference slides

Logo in mailings

Booth incl table, 2 chairs, electricity

Registration (access to all scientific sessions, food / drinks at the conference)

Individual advertisement slide during conference break

Gala Dinner 

Marketing paragraph in one email

30 min lunch lecture

One insert in conference bags

PRICE (net - excl. 20 % VAT)

Additional sponsoring options:
Young investigator presentation award  500 €
Young investigator poster award  500 €
Logo on conference bags     3500 €
Logo on conference lanyards    3500 €
Networking evening event     3500 €

Local satellite workshop:
for the possibility to organize a post-EBEC event
please contact Mito-and-Chlora@ebec2024.org
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JOIN US

We look forward to welcoming you in Innsbruck.
www.ebec2024.org

EBEC 2024 is the unique opportunity to meet,
network, and share knowledge with leading experts

in bioenergetics, mitochondrial, and chloroplast research.
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FURTHER INFORMATION

General information 
The choice of the exhibition spaces, sponsorship supported sessions and items is arranged on a 
first come, first serve basis. Material must not be positioned outside of designated areas. 
The conference venue and the organizer are allowed to use promotional pictures and videos of the 
conference for advertising. The exhibitor agrees to have pictures taken of their stand and material, 
and consents to their use in marketing material for the venue and/or organizer. The exhibitor agrees 
to have their name and logo displayed on the conference website, social media, and venue website. 
Promotional pictures and videos taken during the conference can be shared with and used by 
exhibitors, sponsors, and participants.

Terms of payment 
The order form can be found here. The submitted order form is legally binding if received and 
confirmed by the conference organizer. By filling out the order form the exhibitor agrees to the 
exhibitor conditions as specified in this exhibitor and sponsorship brochure. 
The prices of the packages are net prices and do not include the mandatory Austrian VAT (20 %). 
Total gross sum on the invoice includes Austrian VAT (20 %).  
All prices are in Euro (EUR) and payments must be made in Euro (EUR). 
Payment terms for invoiced amounts are 30 days from invoice date. Payment must be received at 
the latest by 2024 August 19.
Late payment charges can be applied to open balances.

Cancellation charge
Cancellation and changes to the original booking must be made in writing to 
Mito-and-Chlora@ebec2024.org. 
Cancellations are subject to charge according to the breakdown below (% applies to the gross sum 
of the invoice): 

Months remaining to conference   Cancellation charge 

more than 6 months     25 % 
3-6 months      35 %  
2-3 months      50 % 
less than 2 months      100 % 

There is no refund for no-shows or exhibitors who do not attend the conference and fees must be 
paid by the exhibitor. 

Formal complaints from the exhibitor must be received by the organizer before the end of the 
conference, in order to confirm, and if possible, resolve the issue. Complaints received after the end 
of the conference cannot be addressed.

In the case the event is cancelled, the conference organizer is liable for a refund of sponsorship 
moneys. 

The agreement is subject to Austrian jurisdiction.

Insurance
It is the individual responsibility of the exhibitor to ensure sufficient insurance cover for the 
conference. Exhibitors and attendees must ensure their personal belongings are stored safely. 
Neither the conference organizer nor the conference venue is liable in the case of any loss of 
equipment or belongings. The exhibitor is liable for damage they cause to the conference venue 
(internal and external) during and due to the event. Neither the conference organizer nor the 
conference venue is liable for the behavior of attendees or visitors during the conference.

Health & safety
It is the responsibility of each individual exhibitor, their contractors and any third-parties involved to 
ensure a safe working environment. Smoking is prohibited in all areas. The use of open fire and 
flammable liquids is prohibited in all areas. Animals are not allowed in any areas. Emergency exits, 
fire alarms and any other emergency equipment must be always accessible.

Security
Stands should not be left unattended during the exhibition opening times. Take care of personal and 
valuable belongings especially briefcases, laptops, and mobile phones. Do not leave valuable items 
unattended nor overnight. Exhibition stands may be left unattended overnight; however, please be
aware that despite the building being locked over night, individuals from the university premises 
may enter the building at any time. Neither the conference organizer nor the conference venue can 
be held responsible for any loss or damage to exhibitor’s property. Please report any event of loss 
or damage immediately to the conference organizer.

Information in this brochure is subject to change until further notice.
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